
IS YOUR NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTION
TO WORK FROM HOME MORE?...

*NEW YEAR OFFER*

10% Off!
IN THE MONTH OF

JANUARY 2021

...or to build that gym, extra guest room or pool room you’ve

been dreaming of? We at Your_Space have done just that. Our

own ‘Work HQ’ is located in our back garden space and forms

an extension of our home. We didn't want to do the everyday

commute anymore, as the current situation we're in at the

moment has given us that opportunity. Working from home full

time or part time may be here to stay, so having your own quiet

space away from the domestic side of your life to focus on work

is not  only  luxury...it is essential.

Your_Space has many standard designs, all with different

footprint sizes to suit your plot size and window, door,

flooring and electrical options. We are more than happy to

custom build so you get exactly what you want from your

build and add some of our options to make it a truly

individual space. All Your_Space outdoor rooms are fully

insulated to a level well above local standards and come as

standard with Air conditioning, Power sockets and Led

lighting. Fixed Internet connection upon request.

For the month of January only, we are offering a big 10%

discount on all our Your_Space outdoor rooms. Everyone

feels the pinch after the seasonal holidays...let us help a

little!  Take advantage of our offer, and perhaps put the

saving towards some furniture or accessories for the interior

of Your_Space. 

(offer excludes Flyscreens and switchable glass film)



We have listened very carefully to all your feedback

over the last few months and we have done some

development at Your_Space which we hope you like. 

 What has become clear is that some of you would

like a smaller more budget friendly option in the

range… so we are proud to introduce our new product

‘Plug & Play'. This is our first mobile, transportable

home office option in our lineup. 'Plug & Play' is

delivered to your home as a complete unit that simply

plugs into a pre prepared socket attached to a wall.

'Plug & Play' can be located in your carport, garage,

or your garden. If access is a problem, we can deliver

in pieces and assemble in a location of your choice.

Like all the other Your_Space options, it comes as

standard with air conditioning, power socket, led

lighting, internet connection via an extender or fixed

line (optional).

Your_Space now offers an alternative window treatment

to traditional  blinds and curtains. Switchable glass

film is quick and easy to install directly onto the glass

in both the doors and windows. When the handheld

remote is pressed, the film instantly transforms from

clear to translucent. This ensures privacy and reduces

the amount of light entering the room. Press the

switch again and it returns back to clear!  As with the

fly screens, it can be fitted during the installation of

Your_Space or retrofitted after.

Flies, and most especially mosquitos, are a

problem for many communities in Dubai during the

winter period. This is the time when you want to

throw open your double / bifolding doors to enjoy

the milder climate, without having to suffer from

biting insects. Your_Space can now offer side

mounted rolling fly screens that blend seamlessly

with the door frames with the same RAL colour.

This provides a neat and discrete solution that

runs in a top and bottom track, with a magnetic

fixing in the centre when drawn together in the

middle.

GET IN TOUCH:
MOBILE:  +0971  509  186  913

EMAIL:  info@yourspaceuae.com

@yourspace.uae

facebook.com /uae.yourspace

SEE OUR INSTAGRAM FOR MORE 'PLUG & PLAY' DETAILS


